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Using the axiom of choice (AC) one can prove that cardinal arithmetic
is trivial for infinite cardinals. That is:
m + n =. sup(ra, n) = m • n if one of m, n are infinite.
These two laws follow directly from the simpler looking laws:
(1) m+m=m for all infinite cardinals m, and
(2) m - m=m for all infinite cardinals m.
In 1924 Tarski [2] gave a proof of (AC) from (2) and asked [3] if (AC)
is provable from (1). We give a negative answer to this question by exhibiting a permutation model of ZFU (Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory modified
so as to allow urelements) in which C 2 (the axiom of choice for families
whose elements are pairs) is false but (1) is true. 1
A permutation model (Specker [1]) is determined by a set of points 2
(i.e. urelements) U, a group G of permutations of U, and a conjugated
filter J of subgroups of G.
Let U be a countable set of points. G and J will be described in terms
of a 1-1 correspondence between C/and co(û>)=={5,:co-^co|(3«)(Vy>/2)^==0}.
For notational simplicity, in the sequel we will identify U with a>{(0).
For s G U, let the pseudo length of s=juk (Vn>k, sn=0). Call a set
A c U bounded if there is a finite bound on the pseudo lengths of elements
of A. For any permutation q> of U call {a\q>(a)j&d) the support of (p. Let
G={(p\(p is a permutation of U and the support of cp is bounded}. For
AMS {MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 02K05.
The proof of our result was completed near the end of December 1972. We learned
subsequently that G. Sageev (Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 20 (1973), A22) had already
shown that the answer to Tarski's question was negative even in the context of set theory
with regularity.
2
Permutation models can also be used for set theories whose axioms are those of ZF
except that the axiom of regularity is weakened or eliminated. Specker deals with such
a theory but his development of permutation models carries over verbatim for ZFU.
We use ZFU rather than such a theory because it seems more natural.
1
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« G co, s e U let n\s (read "s after n") = (sn, sn+1, • • •) and let A"={t e U:
n\t=n\s} (read "the «-block containing 5*"). Note that cp e G implies that
for some k, the support of cp is a subset of AQ. Also note that s e U is
uniquely determined (for each « e co) by s\n and n\s. We will call s\n the
«-location of ^. For each n e co let Gn={ç? G G: 1 and 2 and 3} where
1. cpfixesthe «-block containing 0 pointwise. (0 is the sequence which is
identically 0.)
2. cpfixes{As'.s G £/}, i.e., «|»s=«|* implies n\cp(s)—n\cp(t).
3. 99 preserves «-locations, i.e., ^|« = c/?(^)|«. Note that G0={cp e G:
<p(0)=0}. Also note that iff is a 1-1 partial function on U into U with
bounded domain and satisfying 1, 2 and 3 then ƒ has an extension in Gn.
Let / = t h e filter of subgroups generated by the Gn, n e co.
Briefly the description of the model M is as follows: Let R be the
function on ordinals defined recursively by R(0)= U and R(OL) = P(\Jp<a Rp)
for oc>0. Then F = | J a e o r d R(OL) is called the set universe over U. Any
permutation cp of U extends uniquely to an automorphism (with respect
to G) 99* of V. We will confuse 99* with cp in the future. Call an x e V,
/-symmetric if there exists H e J such that affixes x, i.e., cp G H-^cp(x)=x.
Then M is just the substructure of V consisting of all those sets x such
that x and every element of the transitive closure of x is /-symmetric.
THEOREM

1.

C2 is false in M.

PROOF. The set of all (unordered) pairs of elements of U is in M.
However for any k there is cp G Gk such that cp interchanges two elements of
U. Hence there is no /-symmetric choice set for this set of pairs.
It remains to show that (1) holds in the structure M. To this end consider a set ƒ G M, and take k0>0 such that GkQ_xfixesy and let:
yi={xey:GkoûxQSx},
y2={x ey:Gko does not fix x and there exists a bounded set A^U
such that V99 G Gko (cpfixesA pointwise implies cp(x)=x)},
yz={x G y : For all bounded sets A c JJ 3 cp e Gko (cpfixesA pointwise and
cp(x)y*x)}.
Then y is the disjoint union of yl9 y2, yz. Furthermore yl9y2, J3 e M
since Gko fixes each of them. (Actually Gko_! fixes j 3 . ) yx is well-orderable
in M since Gko fixes each element and hence a well-ordering of ƒ!. We
will show that for z=y2 or z=yz there is a 1-1 function F with domain
2 x z and range z such that Gko+1 fixes i 7 and hence F e M. This shows
that every cardinal in M is the sum of three cardinals one of which is
well-orderable and the other two satisfy the equation 2m=m and hence
that (1) is true in the structure M. (Note. If y is finite, it follows that j 2
and yz must be empty.)
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We are able to construct our function F for y2 from two functions

such that
(a) / o , / i have disjoint ranges,
(b) / o , / i are each fixed by Gko+1 and thus f0, fx e M,
(c) f0,fi
preserve /^-locations and each maps &0-blocks to fc0-blocks;
so the restrictions of/0, fx to a bounded set have extensions in GkQ.
A crucial lemma in this construction is the following:
LEMMA. Let x ey2. If A and A' are bounded subsets of U such that
y/tp G Gko (y fixes A or A' pointwise implies ip(x)=x), if <p, q>' e Gk(j9
(p^fo[A, cp'^f^A' then q){x)~(p'{x). {Similarly for fv)

In the case of yz we show that for every x eyz there is an infinite set
Dxe M such that
(1) A , ^ ,
(2) Vç>eGfca+1, Vzl9z2eDx
(ç?(z 1 )=z 1 iff <Kz2)=z2) and (z l5 ^z 2 ->
(3) x e Dx.
It then follows from general considerations concerning permutation
models that there exists in M a decomposition of y3 into simultaneously
denumerable sets. The desired function F can be defined in terms of this
decomposition.
Details will appear in a forthcoming paper.
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